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Some Who Pay Attention to IP
Some of the world’s most sophisticated companies and their advisors leverage IP value. – but many others who should, don’t.
Transaction and
Advisory Clients1

Advisory /
Sub-Advisory
Clients1

:
(1) List not exhaustive of all clients.
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How Much IP Do We Really Have in our Company?
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Many Successful Digitization Projects Have Incorporated
Technologies Developed Outside of the Oil & Gas Sector
Examples of non-traditional technology entering into the Oil and Gas sector.

Reprioritized Work List
Reprioritized W ork List
1. Leak Detection
2. Planned Maintenance 1
3. Planned Maintenance 2
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1. Leak Detection
2. Planned Maintenance 1
3. Planned Maintenance 2
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Digital Asset Management

Biometric Monitoring/GIS

Analytics/Simulations

SCADA systems detect a leakage on
the pipeline. Sensors are used to
noitor the pipelines and machines in
real-time.

Wearable devices monitor field
worker’s location, safety and job
status

AI uses surveillance and flow data to
perform work simulations and impact
analysis to determine optimal work
prioritization and workforce allocation
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Digital Workforce
Management

Smart Trucks

An engineer initially scheduled for
planned maintenance is reassigned to higher priority leak
repair job.

Parts are delivered by GPS/sensor
enabled trucks to support real-time
tracking and coordination of activities

Regulator
Planned Maintenance 1

Compressor

Planned Maintenance 2

Work Priority List
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1. Planned Maintenance 1
2. Planned Maintenance 2

2
Integrated Control Room

Drones/PIGs*

ICR technician receives alert and
performs diagnostics. Issue is
isolated and maintenance schedules
are reviewed to plan optimal repair
window

Drones and/or PIGS
investigate the leak and
share real-time data and
video

Reprioritized W ork List
1. Leak Detection
2. Planned Maintenance 1
3. Planned Maintenance 2
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6
Smart Devices
Engineers receive alerts
and incident details on
their smart
watches/mobile devices
and prepare for service

8
Dynamic Inventory
Management
Dynamic inventory management
supports logistical decisions to
optimize the sourcing of repair parts
based on availability and lead-times
in case of unplanned events

Tablets/Smart Glasses
Engineers utilize guided workflows on
tablets and augmented reality data on
smart glasses to perform
maintenance while collaborating with
remote specialists in real-time

Source:
(1) PwC, 2017.
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How Much IP Do We Really Have in our Company?

[S]hare of total U.S. GDP attributable to IP-intensive industries increased from 34.8 percent
in 2010 to 38.2 percent in 2014.
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How Much IP Do We Really Have in our Company?
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What All is IP and What’s Happening in the Market
 U.S. Constitution: Article I Section 8. Clause 8 – [The Congress shall have power] “To promote the progress of
science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their
respective writings and discoveries.”
 Patents

IP
 Trademarks
 Copyrights
 Trade Secrets / Know How

 2013 America Invents Act (AIA) – USPTO gets vastly expanded rights to invalidate patents
 Supreme Court: eBay v. MercExchange; Alice v. CLS Bank; Myriad Genetics; TC Heartland (venue ED Texas)

Recent
Changes

 Patent Trolls – definition is key - beware of facts vs. fiction
 Massive anti-patent push from BigTech and impact on USPTO, FTJ, DOJ, Fed Circuit, EU, standards orgs
 China launches serious IP enforcement regime, Europe (especially Germany and UK) preferred venues

 Supreme Court: Oil States v. Greene’s Energy – Are portions of AIA unconstitutional? (early 2018)
 FRAND guidance on Standard Essential Patents (for IoT, 5G, etc) from Europe and DOJ/FTC

What’s Next

 New Administration staffing at USPTO, DOJ, FTC
 Europe about to launch Unified Patent Court, damages awards in China exponentially rising
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Self-Inflicted Wounds
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Self-Inflicted Wounds
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Self-Inflicted Wounds
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Self-Inflicted Wounds
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Self-Inflicted Wounds
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IP Derives Value in Three Primary Ways
Core and Non-Core IP – Value to Different Buyers

Risk
Exposure1

 Currently infringing products and services
 Likely infringement by future products
 Concern that patents will end up with Non-Practicing Entity
(“NPE”), aggressive licensor, or competitor

Defensive1

 Not engaged in patent business or not infringing
 Key competitor infringing

VALU E
DRIVERS

 Key aggressive licensor infringing

Revenue
Generation1

 Existing NPE
 SPE for non-core patent monetization
 Operating company with aggressive licensing program

1. Not mutually exclusive
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The Good, Bad and Ugly of IP Monetization
Strategic IP Monetization is healthy for your organization and the technology marketplace, if you follow “Best Practices”

 Do a “Strategic Alternatives Analysis”:
 Identify Non-Core assets for sale, and Core assets that may be licensed outside core business field
 Examine options: Sell / Exclusive license / Non-exclusive license / Tech Transfer / JV
 Get internal approvals to dispose, and be clear about expectations and risks

GOOD

 Create a package with critical mass (>100 patent families), be clear about any existing licenses/encumbrances
 Ask a reasonable price based on a solid financial valuation – with realistic assumptions based on comparables
 Demonstrate how patents are infringed by 3rd parties (Evidence of Use charts) – really helps defensive buyers
 Offer for sale or license to “friends and family” first, then open the bidding to the entire market
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The Good, Bad and Ugly of IP Monetization
Strategic IP Monetization is healthy for your organization and the technology marketplace, if you follow “Best Practices”

 Try to monetize assets that were about to go the garbage bin
 Start with an aggressive and assertive non-exclusive licensing campaign through litigation shops

BAD

 Ask an excessive price, force deals to happen quickly
 Do it yourself
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The Good, Bad and Ugly of IP Monetization
Strategic IP Monetization is healthy for your organization and the technology marketplace, if you follow “Best Practices”

 Privateering:
 Take the assets related to the same underlying technology and split up into five separate subgroups

UGLY

 Keep one and sell four subgroups to four different patent trolls
 Approach targets directly yourself and send the four trolls after them as well
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MIPS Technologies IP Transaction
This deal demonstrates creating value for shareholders by separating the operating company and IP portfolio and identifying strategic
buyers

Transaction Details

2013

Consideration:

$450M

No. of Patents:

498 patent assets

Target Revenue:

Undisclosed

Description:

MIPS traded at ~ $125M enterprise value prior
to deal.

Acquired
operating
business
Pass through
license

Date:

Acquired
498
patents

MIPS operating business was acquired by
Imagination for $100M and its patents acquired
for $350M by a consortium of buyers lead by
AlliedSecurityTrust on February 7, 2013. The
deal valuation was aided by a pre-deal license
with Broadcom on June 29, 2012.

$350M,
license
back

Acquired license to
patent portfolio3

Target Acct.:

Undisclosed

Results:

The 340% deal size / unaffected market value
was distributed to investors.

Source:

CapitalIQ and IAM Magazine

$100M

$27M
license
fee
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M&A Process Considerations: Standards of Review

 The “business judgment rule” presumes that directors have acted in good faith, in an informed manner and in the honest belief that the
actions taken were in the best interests of the company

 While obviously preferable to ensure that the business judgment rule applies, transactions have been completed and successfully
withstood judicial scrutiny under the more burdensome “entire fairness” level of review

 Regardless of the standard of review, the Board or Special Committee must establish a record of deliberate and careful process at the
start and demonstrate an informed and thoughtful review

 “Revlon” duties generally require that if a company is going to engage in a sale of control transaction, it is the directors’ duty to obtain the
best price reasonably available for the stockholders. The courts will defer to the board on the process undertaken to achieve this goal
 Duty of Care
 Duty of Loyalty
 Duty of Good Faith

(1) Kahn v. M&F Worldwide Corp. sets out a six part test that provides additional detail, summarized by these two primary features
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Intellectual Property in Tech-Rich M&A
IP can be a material component in company value, and Boards should assess a company’s IP when considering a transaction

Sample of Larger Patent-Only and Patent-Driven
Transactions(1)
 “Non-core” IP – IP not directly related to the company’s
operations – is potentially a significant non-operating asset for a
tech-rich company

 According to HL estimates, roughly half of the public tech
company M&A deals closed over the past five years had
meaningful IP

Announce
Date
6/2/2015
12/23/2014

 In discharging its fiduciary duties, Boards need to consider their
company’s IP portfolio in evaluating M&A and other
transactions

WiLan - Qimonda
(Infineon)
RPX-Rockstar

Disclosed
Value ($M)

Price per
Patent ($K)

$33.0

$4.7

$900.0

$225

4/17/2014

Lenovo Unwired
Plant/Ericsson

$100.0

$700

4/4/2014

Lenovo-NEC

$100.0

$21

1/24/2014

Qualcomm-HP

$278.0

$195

7/2/2013

Dialog SemiiWatt

$113.0

$1,027

$350.0

$703

$525.0

$477

12/18/2012

Allied Security
Trust - MIPS
IV/RPX - Kodak

7/1/2012
6/18/2012

HTC - S3
Intel - InterDigital

$300.0
$375.0

$1,111
$221

4/23/2012

Facebook Microsoft

$550.0

$917

4/9/2102

Microsoft - AOL

$1,056.0

$1,142

9/1/2011

Sterling Partners
- Mosaid
(Conversant)

$590.0

$209

8/25/2011

Google Motorola

$5,500.0

$458

7/1/2011

Rockstar - Nortel

$4,500.0

$750

11/1/2010

CPTN Holdings Novell

$450.0

$510

12/30/2009

Round Rock Micron

$400.0

$89

2/18/2013

 There have also been several high-profile IP-only transactions
in recent years - indicating that further attention to IP issues by
Boards is warranted

Buyer-Seller

Disclosed
Asset Count Technology
7,000 Memory and semiconductor
manufacturing
4,000 Smartphone technology
142 Smartphone technology - also
included patent license to 2,500
Ericsson patents
4,800 Smartphone technology
1,426 Fundamental mobile operating
system techniques
110 Digital power AC/DC Ices and
LED ICs, purchase price
allocation out of total
consideration of $345M
498 Semiconductors
1,100 Relate to digital imaging
technology
270 Graphics
1,700 3G, LTE, and 4G connectivity
600 Subset of AOL patents (after
being licensed to Microsoft)
925 Internet, browser, cookie and
other patents (also includes
license to additional 3l00 patents)
2,822 Patented semiconductor and
wireless/wireline communications
internet protocol
12,000 Smartphone technology Purchase price allocation, out of
total of $12.4B
6,000 Wireless and wired
communication devices
882 Software - Syndicate: MSFT,
Apple, EMC, Oracle (DOJ altered
some deal terms, open source
concerns)
4,500 Chip making technology, patents
on photo imaging,
telecommunications and search
engine technology, as well as the
largest RFID patent cluster

(1) Internal Houlihan Lokey Inc. database based on research from public sources. Listed deals are patent-only transactions, with the exception of Google-Motorola, where Google acquired
Motorola in part for its patents, allocating $5.5 billion of its purchase price, see http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2012/07/24/google-says-patents-tech-were-less-than-half-motorolas-price
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Intellectual Property in Tech-Rich M&A (cont.)
According to a recent paper published in the Berkeley Business Law Journal, there are many reasons why Boards are generally not
aware of or interested in addressing this potential non-operating asset

 There are many misconceptions driving the reluctance of Boards to address
potential IP opportunities when considering transactions:
1. All patents owned by the company are core and needed to cover and
protect the company’s products and services, or are needed for defensive
purposes against competitors
2. No operating company would be interested in buying or licensing the
company’s non-core IP
3. Our buyer has the same view of patent value as the seller and will pay
what the seller thinks is a reasonable price
4. Management has a strong understanding of non-core IP value and will
inform the Board
5. Outside IP counsel will alert the Board to potential infringement of noncore IP
6. Value of both core and non-core IP will be factored into the M&A process
and valuations provided by investment banks or underlying fairness
opinions
7. The investment bank advising the company in a sale transaction will
consider strategic IP alternatives
8. Monetizing patents will cause the company and/or individual directors to
be viewed as “patent trolls”
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Intellectual Property in Tech-Rich M&A (cont.)
Board assessment of the company’s IP portfolio is essential to understanding value

IP Portfolio Value

Analysis

No Material Incremental Value

Material Incremental Value

 IP is primarily core – directly tied to
operations

 Is the value captured in these
transaction price?

 Non-core does not have material
value

 Does the company need to hold back
the IP from the transaction and
monetize separately?
 Can a higher purchase price be
negotiated?
 Is the transaction fair to shareholders?
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How Do I Value My Company’s IP?
Few companies understand, value and use their IP for strategic advantage. Many companies have technology and IP assets that can
be separately monetized, used to offset IP royalty payments, address potential risks or create strategic opportunities.

Company/
Investment Value

Value
Driven
Primarily
by
EBITDA

Traditional Valuation

Technology

IP Value
Drivers
Tech+IP Valuation

Separate
Value
Driven by
Tech+IP
Assets

IP Law
Technology &
IP Law

Operating cash flows
Technology & IP

Finance

Industry and technology concentrations
Communications Technologies, Consumer Electronics, Digital Media,
Energy, Industrials, Internet & Enterprise Software, Materials &
Automotive, Medical Devices & Diagnostics, Security & FinTech,
Semiconductors & Sensors.
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Nobody Makes Money from IP Anymore…
Strategic IP Monetization is healthy for your organization and the technology marketplace, if you follow “Best Practices”

$7.5B

$5B

Estimated annual revenue from
patent licensing programs

~$2.0B

>$1.1B >$1.1B
>$1B
~$580M
~$100M ~$350M

~$600M

>$700M

~$350M

$0B
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